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BOLATITO OGUNLEYE

LEED AP BD+C
bolatito.ogunleye@gmail.com | bolatitoo.wordpress.com | 301.452.1502
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Architecture | Minor in Photography

Philadelphia University | Philadelphia, PA

May 2013

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
LSY Architects & Laboratory Planners | Architectural Designer

Working closely with Project Architects and Project Managers to design research laboratories and
often administrative spaces using the latest software to ensure projects are completed efficiently|
Assisted in the design and construction administration of office renovation | Designing firm’s
marketing material | Projects often require programming, code research, presentations and
specifications | Ongoing duties include construction administration and construction documents

“

Architecture, as a profession
and a field, allows the designer
to design as simply or as complex
as they choose through the
process of translating ideas into
a built form of art. This process
of design can create spaces that
appeal to the human senses,
allowing the designer to convey
sensations through a sensory
experience. An understanding
and execution of the process is
instrumental in the success of
an architectural piece.

”

June 2013Present

Notable Projects Include:

NCI Lab Modernization (Design)
Lovettsville Community Center (Schematic Design)
OAM Director’s Office Suite (Design & Construction Administration)
LSY Office Renovation (Design & Construction Administration)

SKILLS
Revit, AutoCAD, Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Sketchup
Drafting, Presentation design, Graphic design, Interior design

UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE
Karabakh Foundation| Museum Studies Intern

Assembling ideas, text and images to establish a design path for Karabakh Foundation’s Azerbaijani
Artifact online exhibition | Ongoing duties included designing panels for exhibitions as well as other
graphic material | Awarded with the Foundation’s first ‘Natavan Design Fellowship’ for excellence
work on the Azerbaijani Artifacts: Coins design

Summer 2012

BusyBee Design | Intern

Spring 2012

Office of Spiritual Development at Philadelphia University | Graphic Office Assistant

Spring 2012

Assisted the lead designer in client research, product research and compiling information to be
included in presentations | Designed suggestions for re-upholstered furniture for clients | Ongoing
duties included the organization and accuracy of the product and materials library.
Designing and displaying flyers in Photoshop for campus-wide events regarding the Spiritual
Development office | Working under two supervisors to ensure accuracy and successful graphic
presence of the Spiritual Development office.

Georgia Avenue Community Development Task Force | Intern

Researched intricate zoning laws and created schematic prototypes for underdeveloped properties
in Washington DC | Worked with a team of interns to manage planning and logistics for Community
Design Review meeting incorporating over 100 community members, politicians, and real estate
developers | Conducted and analyzed survey data of residents’ needs and incorporated data into
comprehensive report by investors, developers, local politicians and Howard University.

Summer 2010

CREDENTIALS
LEED AP BD+C
Natavan Design Fellowship | Karabakh Foundation

April 2015
August 2012

INVOLVEMENT
National Organization of Minority Architect Students | Philadelphia University

Founding Member, Historian

Student Government Association | Philadelphia University
Officer of Recruitment
Vice President of Communications

*Click on the project’s title to learn more about it

Spring 2013

Fall 2009
Fall 2010

LSY Office Renovation
With the renewal or their lease, LSY Architects decided to renovate
their space in downtown Silver Spring. This included new pantry area
that also functions as a work area and a collaboration space. Other
elements included a new reception area, a guest area, and a product
product library. The renovation was completed while the space was
still occupied. This required working closely with the contractor to
ensure the project was completed quickly with minimal disturbance
to the employees. The project was designed and completed with
direction from a project manager and of course, input from the
architects at LSY. The LSY office has achieved LEED Gold certification.

bolatitoo.wordpress.com

Lovettsville Community Center
After an extensive study that looked at the cost and implications of
building a new community center versus renovating the existing
center, Loudoun County decided to pursue the design of a new
community center. The major elements of the project include a
gymnasium, pre-school classrooms and a staff area. For the exterior,
the client was presented with three options: traditional, contemporary
and modern. The client chose contemporary with a s few modern
elements. The schematic design was completed under the guidance
of a Project Architect and a Project Manager. Currently, the project is
in Design development

bolatitoo.wordpress.com

Elevated: Inhabitable Bridge
An extension of the historic Reading viaduct, ELEVATED is a
living bridge connecting the rising loft district with Center city
Philadelphia. ELEVATED begins 20 feet above street level spans
over 300 feet, and lands after Vine Street behind the Pennsylvania
Convention Center. ELEVATED was designed to encourage
direct pedestrian traffic in both directions, prompting the
creation of a prominent central circulation. ELEVATED houses
over 57,820 square feet of commercial and residential space. To
achieve the span, a truss tube was used with a superstructure
that brings the project to the ground.

Commercial
Pedestrian Walkway
Residential
Vine Street Expressway
Green Roof
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Belvedere: College

of

Architecture

Belvedere was a project done in conjunction with two other
Architecture students for a comprehensive design studio. After
extensive site analysis, we chose a challenging site on campus for our
design. The site required us to do extensive massing studies in order
to find an appropriate placing for our 90,000 square foot building
and address all the site’s challenges. In the process, we eliminated the
existing building, placed our public program on Henry Avenue, one of
Philadelphia’s arterial roads. The students and faculty are cantilevered
over the site to take advantage of the views. The cantilever is achieved
with a tree-like structal system.
Click to view the project book

Massing & Programming
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Studio

Henry Avenue Approach

Site Approach
Cafe and Lecture Rooms
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St. Benedict's Monastery
Saint Benedict’s Monastery in Bucks County, PA is an entry
into the 112th John Stewardson Memorial Fellowship in
Architecture. The concept of the design is derived from
Saint Benedict’s doctrine that highlighted the importance of
Lectio Devina, Holy Reading; Prex Precis, Prayer; and Opus,
Work. This is evident in the simple layout of the programmatic
elements. The connected components of the plan form an
exterior border, allowing the monks to focus inward on the
sacred church.

Church Interior

Concept Diagram
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LUNCHBOX: An Urban Kitchen
Located at the intersection of E. river drive and Midvale
Avenue along the scenic Kelly Drive is ‘LUNCHBOX’. An
urban kitchen that is intended to extend the pedestrian
activity that exists in the East falls neighborhood into Kelly
Drive, LUNCHBOX is modeled after the concept of a produce
stand, with operability that enforces the casual nature of a
temporary produce stand.
LUNCHBOX also employs tectonics that make it adaptable
to other locations. The intended users include joggers and
bikers along Kelly Drive, as well members of the East Falls
community, particularly those traveling by bus.

bolatitoo.wordpress.com

